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According to travel guides, you can go anywhere in the world on $5.00 a day.
WHY, THAT'S CHEAPER THAN STAYING HOME!
SO, HAVE FUN!
Wichita State has started a new student group:

Society for Prevention of Sinine
Student Movements
Your card, so carefully mailed on Washington's birthday, came just this a.m. and is delightful (also re-useable). I supply counter-attack—we being flower children!
Horace Mann Headmaster Resignation Opposed

By JAMES F. STERRA

Students and faculty members at the Horace Mann School urged the school's trustees yesterday to reject their headmaster's sudden resignation and keep him on the job.

Roger Meltzer, 18-year-old president of the student body, gave the trustees a petition, signed by 330 of the 645 students at the boys' private day school. It urged the board not to accept Robert A. Thomason's letter of resignation.

Alfred Baruch, chairman of the English department, presented a similar petition signed by nearly all the school's faculty members.

The students held an impromptu assembly in the morning to discuss the resignation.

Young Meltzer and James C. Lohman, a 16-year-old senior and a member of the student-faculty government, both praised Mr. Thomason, who announced to the students Monday that he was planning to resign.

"It sounded like an obituary," said one student.

Trustees Accused

Several students and parents charged that the trustees, some of whom were reported upset by Mr. Thomason's progressive policies, had asked him to resign.

Mr. Thomason declined to comment on the charges yesterday, and Edward R. Peckerman Jr., chairman of the board of trustees, was unavailable for comment.

Mr. Peckerman said on Monday that Mr. Thomason, who became headmaster on Jan. 1, 1968, wanted to resign because he felt he was spending too much time raising funds and planning for a school expansion and not enough with the students and faculty.

Several students yesterday had planned an afternoon demonstration, complete with picket signs, made in the school's art department, but they were talked into appealing through official channels by some members of the faculty.

"I've never seen the faculty and kids together like this," said young Lohman. "It's apparent that the kids are really crazy about this place for the first time since I've been at the school."

Wednesday
February 26, 1969
NEW YORK TIMES

Dear HF

I talked to Bob after talking with you and he said he was re-considering. There is to be more in today's TIMES. I believe our local edition did not carry the first story.

luv,
me
JUST THINK OF US AS A COUPLE OF PETUNIAS...
...IN THE
ONION PATCH
OF LIFE!
To a former boss,
Look what I just found tucked away in a dark corner. Now you know what was going on behind your back. It must have been YOUR back, because notice the age of the card.

    luv,

    me
Things you'd appreciate this poetry which seemed to me to describe your recent life. (It's African.)

"Chaff is in my eye,
A crocodile has me by the leg,
A goat is in the garden,
A parsonage is cooking in the pot,
A Neal is drying on the pounded cobbles.

The King has summoned me to Court,
And I must go to the funeral of my mother-in-law.
I'm still, I am busy, from

A Crocodile Has Me By The Leg,

v. Leonard W. Dorst

Cren
August 14, 1968

Hans Froelicher, Jr., Esq.
Strawberry Hill
Fairfield - RD 1
Adams County
Pennsylvania
17320

Dear HF:

I hope by now you have received the very newest that I could find in greeting cards. It has been left pristine pure, but I DARE you to find a suitable envelope for re-mailing! I suggest surrepticiously visiting the ROMBIN'S NEST.

What is your "total recall" going to do about Mrs. Polly Parker Garby (1935-36 trustee)? I found her name on a page torn from a bulletin of that year but there was no reference in minutes to her having been elected. I made a card record a couple of summers ago, listing on each individual card references to dates of election, re-election, resignations, committee service, or whatever I could find without reading minutes word-for-word for 1912 - 1966. There was no sign of her then. I could go back over the minutes, but would love to give you a reason to write to me.

Mott has not been well and finally, after much wheedling, wheeling and dealing by friends and family, she consented to have a general going-over when she got to Maine (in July). She stayed at Bath Memorial for almost two weeks and a series of tests brought nothing definite to light. She weighed in at 124! She had had no appetite and was (we all know, and she is included) doing entirely too much smoking.
She rented the big St. John's house on the ocean and turned the camp over to Dick Wallace, her cousin and his wife (Dave and Ginny Cole), while she and Dan's (Peacock) wife and latest on-year-old girl, stayed at St. John's with Mott. Write to Mott

Alliquippa House  
Sebasco Estates RD  
Maine - 04555

and MAYBE she'll write you on stationery that gives the name of her summer home. It must be Welsh. Unfortunately, I sent my letter from Joan over to Esther Peacock, and can't tell you even approximately how it is spelled.

Her 2nd birthday since retirement is on the 18th. Larry and Esther are going up and on Monday Mott is to take x-rays to a specialist in Portland for further diagnosis. She will not be surprised if he says emphysema but Dot Newbold and Esther (sisters) have qualms. Mott insists that the nearest the other doctors came was to tell her she had rheumatism of the chest from living in that terribly cold house all last winter and that she had always told ME she had walking pneumonia. I telephoned her when I got the last bit of news from her, because that was positively the first I had ever heard of it.

Hope you got our Bulletin #26. Chuck, as you know, is away. Looks as if urban problems will be waiting for both of you when you come back to Baltimore. What do you think of Agnew, or shouldn't I ask? I spent a weekend at Ocean City with the Heathcotes and LeBrons (my and Earl's nieces, spouses, each with 3 girls) and Otto's sister, her husband and 3 more girls in the apartment over us at THE GREY GOOSE. WOW! It was really great fun.

Founded in 1912
December 19, 1968

HFjr

I meant to send you a copy of Herb's note. I remembered Miss Coe's article when the building was erected on Liberty Heights. Chuck asked Herb about it and Herb did something about it. I knew you would be interested and we can watch to see what happens when building starts.

luv

Hans IV stopped by. My, but there's a lot of him. He seems to be a "favorite" of many people. I told Dot Varian he was standing beside me. She knew him from Alliquippa, of course, and sent her love.

Founded in 1912
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Finance

111 North Charles Street
August 15, 1968

Dear Frances and Hans,

Chuck just got word that his dad died after several bad heart attacks during the early summer. The funeral is on Monday in Albany and Chuck will be back here on Tuesday.

Thought you might want to know.

Love,

[Signature]

Founded in 1912
Dear HF:

Loved your note about Mary Sue. It is true, she didn't graduate; however, it's nice to know that she has done well.

Here is the list I made for Sydney, drawing on my own memory, of grads.

Dr. Spivack, Dept. of Sociology, Princeton, is doing a study of boys only. (100 NAISSO boys)

luv,

Sally
Negro graduates of Park

1964
Lione Christian
Kenneth Ford
Louis Law

1967
Marsha Roye Moore
Weasley Monroe
Benjamin J. Kimbros III

1966
Thomas D. Wallace

1965
Lester B. Wallace Jr.

1964
Paula Lee Chester
James H. Wyatt Jr.

1963

1962
Willie Mae. Garner

1961

1960

1959

1958
Dear Frances & H.F.:

Several great postcards came through to Park this A.M. Judy Froelicher Keyser expects news in her mail at home. I loved the "household" articles. Ancient kitchen equipment interests me. Discussion in faculty room ensued and we got into conversation about old-fashioned coal stoves and the good cooking that was done on them before consarned modern inventions like electric utensils, packaged frozen foods, etc. Mr. Tom contributed (believe it or not!)

[Signature]

Sandy

2/12 (her's birthday)
Palma and Shaeff (Shaeffer) are goofy friends of Dorothy H. and me.
luv ydnes
I NOTE STRESS PLACED ON NEWS ABOUT MANUFACTURE (?) DISTILLING (?) OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES.

Friday, February 14, 1969
AND A HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY TO YOU!

HFjr:

Had a great studio card this a.m. with news of the "doings" around that part of the globe.

Sending you a complete "parent mailing" to 1402, as there isn't much point to cluttering up the postal situation with such gook. However, just see what you missed! (Orange paper enclosed)

We are up to (and over) our ears here, so more later.

Have a whopping time and enjoy the warm air. Ours today is rather on the frigid side, but, thanks be, no white stuff. Midge Kaufman was stranded in a rented car in Revere, Mass. on her way back from Goddard. There was a student with her. The inn had no electricity, no heat, and folks lying in rows in the lobby. Another teacher, a young man, had a station wagon load at Buck Hill Falls and had to spend the night in Harrisburg with the lot of them last weekend.

Love,

[Signature]
You and me against the world...
They haven't got a chance.
September 26, 1968

Dear Sendy,

For several years I was the beneficiary of the Park School through its gift to me of a slightly out-of-date catalogue of PRIVATE INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS. The one I have on my shelf today is from the year 1959.

Will you be good enough to put my name in for the next one which is to be discarded?

Sincerely,
Sunday

Dear Sandy -

Got to get used to this bed - going home today! I am number 1.

Here is Flot's letter - thank Chuck for this.

I can't get over thing.

How in the world can he bounce back like this - wonderful.

Wish you were here - drive home with us.

Love

Matt
HF -

to quote Dot Varian: "Did you know of Mary Minor Smith, Mott's councilor for a couple of years - she has been made sec. of a new Audubon society "Merrymeeting Boy" - near us - which I hope will result in a sanctuary as at Stonington, Conn. and as at Bethany" "All these nice things would thrill Mott, or do, according to our views of the great behind-the-moon area."

I've had good messages (and some pics, viz. FCF's and Judy's families) from Froelichers. Note, too, from Eliz.

Good things will continue to come from Alliquippa. Dot writes that Dick Wallace has made settlement and will continue the camp. I know Chuck is "tending store" at Park to your satisfaction.

Ida wrote about your poem, and when I can lay my hands on the letter, I'll tell you what she said.

I'll have the LeBrons from Richmond between holidays. They're Earl's niece and hubby (who was once a boader at 1110 in his last year at JHU) and 3 TALL girls - all teenagers. I have a delightful correspondence with my own niece - not to mention the great-niece, named for her ANT. She's 9 and quite a gal. Is playing chess with a schoolmate, strangely enough, a little Jewish gal!

I'm glad the young folks are prospering and hope that they have lives at least as happy as ours.

Love to you and Frances,
Thanks for your note re RT and City Council.
He laughed and laughed.
Thought you might like to see this one on Dan Cappel.

We all thoroughly enjoyed YOU the other afternoon. Dorothy was jealous. She and I both received your mail.
She and I are flying to Charleston, W.Va. about noon Wed. Nov. 10. Nuff sed.
DEAR RT:

Here is one of the goodies I found when cleaning out my desk. Don't worry, I have another copy; you may keep this one.

How nice it was to have Judy stop by with the Yeggies on their way to Fairfield.

Sorry to hear about Lee's mother, but knowing how long she has been having difficulties, I suppose she and they can be thankful, just as Dorothy was about her mother.

Keep in touch. The Headmaster (one word) returned this morning to have an interview with a prospective biology-geology teacher. He will hire the young-uns and then you know what happens! Elaine Dratch ran into that every difficulty and didn't think she'd better return and subject the students to a second teacher during the academic year, when she would have to leave.

Mannie returned with a handkerchief depicting the Paris Opera House and a little wooden scoop straight from the Black Forest (hatch, it's made from one piece of wood, handle and all).

Sandy
February 15, 1963

Dear H. F., Jr.,

Mott has found the following address for Tilly:

Richard B. Tillinghast
Box 508, Norwich, Conn.

She is trying to get Al Wolff to get in touch with him so both of them can come to the 50th celebration.

Called 1402 and Frances answered. She was there to let the painters in, she said.

Tell Chuck I posted a note to him this morning, enclosing the new tuition rate letter.

Love,

[Signature]

Miss Jane Margaret Sendelbach
Personnel - Separate File

[Handwritten note: Mrs. 402]
Maril Painting
Wins Award

Special to The Baltimore Sun

College Park, Md., Oct. 7—
"Sport and Water," an oil painting by Prof. Herman Mark, Assoc. presiding member of fine arts at the University of Maryland, has been named the 1953 Painting of the Year at the 1952 annual painting of the year sponsored by the Mental Hygiene and Housing for Conscientious Prof. Mark first received the intimation of nomination when his painting was requested for inclusion by the Mental Hygiene for the celebration. Twenty-five paintings were selected from the eighteenth competition and the Painting of the Year was awarded to the Hygiene.

"Sport and Water" will be shown at various locations during 1952-53. The Hygiene exhibition will be following the painting during the month when the paintings are on display. At Baltimore, Prof. Mark has a limited number of prints of his painting, including a companion piece of the same title for the National Hygiene. No is presently being made of the Baltimore prints by Professor Mark. The paintings will be exhibited in Baltimore in December of 1952.

The Hygiene Council of Hygiene for all people, has presented to the Baltimore Art Center a collection of paintings and sculpture by New Canaan, Conn., artists. The new was recently the subject of an article of Hygiene.
October 24, 1963

Dear HF -

Do you know the new publication (at least, it's new to me) THE BALTIMORE SCENE. The September-October issue carried an article "Why a Private School?" by Paul G. Chancellor, The Hill School, Pottstown, Pennsylvania. We have only that copy so far here at school.

luv

ME
October 11, 1963

Dear H.F. (jr.),

I believe you missed the Board meeting at which R.T. announced the gift to the School of a painting by Herman Maril. It is one of those he painted in 1961 at Wellfleet on the Cape and is quite beautiful. Don't forget - you have one of his early ones! Did you see the enclosed article?

luv,

400

[Signature]
Dear HF:

Gretchen is "expecting" - probably delivery to be made Veterans' Day (Armistice Day to you and me). Do you 'spose she'll make the Board meeting?

luv

[Signature]

10/10/63
November 19, 1963

Meredith's
Evanston 53, Illinois.

Gentlemen:

Enclosed please find check for $4.45, covering cost of set of 12 oriental bowls, $3.95, plus 50¢ postage.

Send as gift to the following:

Miss J. Margaret Sendelbach
1110 Andover Road
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Thank You.

Hans Froelicher, Jr.
SPENCER GIFTS
Holds 25 Keys

PIGSKIN SUEDE CAP
Denver, Massachusetts

DEERFACED TRADING POST

FREE! Try to Do
For Teens

Oriental Bowls
$2.25

Of EASTON, ILINOS

Unusual "Oriental" Bowls

FREE! Try to Do
For Teens

Unusual "Oriental" Bowls

FREE! Try to Do
For Teens

Unusual "Oriental" Bowls

FREE! Try to Do
For Teens

Unusual "Oriental" Bowls

FREE! Try to Do
For Teens

Unusual "Oriental" Bowls

FREE! Try to Do
For Teens
Dear HF,

Mott and I rather enjoyed Charlie Doebler's article in THE NATIONAL OBSERVER and thought you might, too.

You do know, of course, what a superb job you did at Mr. Tom's party. I don't believe he ever enjoyed anything more, although he still claims the whole thing was quite unreal. Everyone marvels at the ease with which you presided and the just light enough touch you managed to keep under control throughout the program.

Write me a letter some time.
No apologies! You know how you feel sometimes in the early a.m.? That's just how my typewriter must feel. It is electrically operated (with my assistance) and when I start typing it sometimes spaces without my being able to control it.

Thought you might like this squib on the post-office in general.

Did you know that Paul Kesmodel of Severn has been hospitalized with a heart attack?

Room 277, Bon Secours Hospital, 2025 W. Fayette St. - 21223

me.

50 Years of Educational Leadership 1912-1962
I rather thought this was a good card; don't you?
Since you are mentioned (assuming you will take time out to read the message - and since it is from my relative and your friend) and since Nancy Milan is a lawyer at F & D, it seemed particularly appropriate.

me

The Kennedy stamp goes on sale at Brooklandville P.O. on Friday, May 29 with ceremonies. We think Mike Esterson will speak on behalf of P.S. (He is a stamp fiend).
August 5, 1966

Dear Frances,

Had a most pleasant surprise when I got home yesterday. There was a package in the mail - and I do love packages - even those I send to myself (witness a blow-up of the Jolly Green Giant, complete except for the air, for only 50¢ and two wrappers from canned peas). BUT - a real, genuine gift is another story. That's a real thrill. I think the Tarot cards will give us plenty of fun. I shall practice by telling my own fortune before I presume to go into business! Thanks so much. You shouldn't have done it (this is the standard remark on such occasions, you know). I do appreciate it.

Sincerely, and affly. yours,

[Signature]

Dear HF -

Just remembered something that I have meant to pass along to you. Ken Greif (a Park English teacher, as you probably know) came by a week or two ago with Koffy Katz. I don't think I had met him previously. Bob was not here, but did write Koffy a note, saying he was sorry to have missed him. Apparently he objected to the size of the brass plaque in the lab and asked to have it enlarged. Several days later Ken stopped by and began talking about his grandfather - A. Ray Katz. I said that you had always spoken of him with great affection and respect. We then got around to his grandmother's place - Grey Rock - which Ken said had been sold. He had driven in and around it and said it had changed so much. I don't think it is a residence any longer. I also recalled that you had spoken of the parties you had gone to there.

So - that's all there is. luv,

[Signature]

Bob has not written, except officially. However, he does sign "love" on those.
HF - not being quite sure if you wanted us to have the original (or meant to keep it), original + 4 Xerox copies are being sent you. I am enclosing a couple of bits of correspondence that I have had. I usually take a picture of the rosebushes in bloom and send it to ERS. Unfortunately, they do not flower until the little kids have gone off on vacation, and before summer school begins. The flowers would show to better advantage with some l'il folks beside them.

CRC plans to write Mr. Smith. Has received congratulatory note.

1,

me
December 8, 1967

Dear Hans and Frances,

I just don't dare wait another day for Chuck to return the draft of a note he dictated to you two, URGING you to be at the Christmas party. At least, you will know the time and date from the attached.

Be seeing you!

[Signature]

[Handwritten note: Love]
THE PARK SCHOOL

OLD COURT RD. BROOKLANDVILLE, MARYLAND 21022

December 6, 1967

In past years it has been a tradition at The Park School for our faculty to gather together at Christmas-time to share one another's company and some refreshments before commencing the regular winter vacation.

I am happy to announce that this tradition will again be observed this year and that our party will be held on Thursday, December 14 at 4:30 P. M.

in the cafeteria

Refreshments will be served until 6:30 P. M.

I certainly hope that you will be able to plan to join with us for some good cheer and conversation.

Best regards,

[Signature]

Charles R. Callanan
February 23, 1968

Dear HF

And a handsome "welcome home" to you. Egads, these social butterflies! The stamps are luverly and I shall preserve them in the best tradition. Do hope that the several pieces of mail got through to you. Dorothy said she had heard from you and I know she "contributed"; however, dear old Viola, likewise, was to have sent you a b.d.card (on the date of your b.d.) Hope that it was received.

Reds just phoned and said that he read with sadness of the death of Stanley Reiman, (sp?) your friend in cancer research in Philadelphia, and a Pocono man. Just thought you might miss it because of not being around town today.

Luv from me.

Sandy

Founded in 1912
Dear HF,

How you like them apples?

luv -
me

9/12/67
9/14/57

Dear Francies & HF -

Got the BIG package and enjoyed every word. How about being done out of flowers by someone in your own family whom you had not hitherto known? I do think the Continental custom of presenting flowers on every possible occasion is a most charming one. I can remember a 6-year old boy coming to a birthday party for a little girl, when I was in Germany - way back in the mountains, you will recall - He carried a small tightly bound bouquet in his little fist. He properly kissed the young miss as he thrust the flowers at her. Then, I can also remember being presented with 3 dozen of the longest-stemmed carnations (Nelken) I had ever seen when I visited in Kassel. They had to be taken on a ride in a very crowded public bus. Cousin Kurt and I were jammed into the narrow seat with our luggage; the carnations; and a sack (not in any sense the kind we get at our grocery, but rather one made of paper rolled into a cone) containing two pounds of sugar (which was neither white, nor refined); two enormous cucumbers (Gurken) which were, without exaggeration, 3 feet long. All this had to go back to Tann, im Rhöne-birge with us.

Your letters are so good, because the people are all alive as you read about them, and are the kind one could instantly communicate with. The people you meet are always what it is important about any trip, right?

LOVE _ and thanks for sharing

Sandy

9/14
Dear Frances & HF;

The attractive little guy who would like to spoil me arrived - believe it or not - AFTER you had gone to the hills for the Labor Day holiday and days preceding it. It would be a PLEASURE to be spoiled in that many languages. There was also the gal, you will remember, portrayed by Gertrude Lawrence - known in the play as "Jennie" who, in 22 languages couldn't say "no". More about her later.

You will want to know that we have 3 Park School grads on the teaching staff this academic year: Dick Peyton, college advisor and, in 2nd semester, teacher of English; Dan Birnbaum, in 2nd semester only, teacher of math; Alfred Siemon, for both semesters, teacher of math. Where the GIRLS are, I don't know. Dear Marcia and family moved to Richmond. (Marcia Manning Daniel) and no other Park School-ess has replaced her. We do have Judy Keyser, you know.

Just wanted you to know that I appreciated the foreign card. Had visit this a.m. from the entire Ramey crew and they had a great summer. Stopped by Martha's Vineyard to visit with Marge and Bob on the way home.

Love

Sairy

J. Margaret Sandelbach
Gosh,

What a tale Judy had to tell me this morning about the Froelichers! Although I had no idea earlier that Pat was so ill (when you told me about her on Thursday), it was still a shock. You see, I can remember only the honeymoon in the Poconos, which now seems so very far away. It is really very sad.

Your own predicament, I must say, I can only sympathize with. Just twisting a neck can be so very painful, that is, the charley-horse sort of twist. I can only say I feel for you without reaching you.

Bob wrote this a.m. that he's really having trouble keeping up with Mitch. That guy must be a human dynamo.

Best - and do be careful.
Just imagine someone as solemn and reserved as you may have always
considered Earl to be, cavorting at the Playboy Club! He's been there
with a couple of fellows (he says) twice recently. There was even a
chocolate bunny! He found them distracting or disconcerting, I haven't
been able to find out which.

One never truly knows one's friends, does one? luv,

me - 2/24/66
August 27, 1965

Dear HP,

Dorothy's mother slipped away on Wednesday afternoon. Thought you might like to know.

luv,

[Signature]

*Founded in 1912*
May 6, 1966

Dear H.F.:

Must you be so impulsive? Have you received R.T.'s note of May 5? If you have, you will understand why your check is being returned.

Sydney Ramey is in charge of the affair and she has your reservation, requesting seating at Judy's table. You now know that you are to be at the table for other "heads" and Frances at Judy's table.

We love you anyway!

Sandy

Hans Froelicher, Jr., Esq.
1402 Bolton Street
Baltimore
Maryland
21217

Encl:
This is from a new line of cards purchased in Denton, on Maryland's Eastern Shore.

Apologies!

Founded in 1912
February 4, 1966

Dear HF (jr)

Since I seem to have lost direct contact (you were not well, you were out walking, you were about to have dinner, etc.) I decided to use another method of attack. Don't worry. It's really nothing too important. Just thought you'd like to see this communication which is to be mailed to applicants for participation in the Arts Festival.

Happy going. I KNOW you were resting behind 15-foot snowdrifts in Fairfield area. Judy blew on you.

[Handwritten note: Sandy]

Sincerely,

[Handwritten note: Judy]
THE PARK SCHOOL

OLD COURT RD.  BROOKLANDVILLE, MARYLAND  VALLEY 5-2351

ROBERT A. THOMASON, Headmaster

August 19, 1961

Dear Frances and HF,

A very fancy card, postmarked August 17, informed me of your address "16 -23" so I hasten to acknowledge it. I promptly hauled out my 1949 Atlas and learned that airmail would probably not expedite the mail, since Capon Springs and Wardensville are well within the Continental limits.

You may not believe this, but Hallmark has some new cards. I know just where I can get some this afternoon and post hastily.

I've been back for two weeks. Bob phoned last Tuesday (11th) and again on the 13th from Wellfleet. He had been ill and they had given up the camping bit and were staying at the Ravitches, just where, I don't know. He was coming back to Asbury Park this week and will be in touch with me again. Mannie and Hilde left for Wellfleet (on the Cape) last Friday.

Hilda Blaustein asked for a place in 3rd grade for Ruth Carol Rosenberg's daughter (8 years old). The family is moving to Baltimore.

Have lucidous golfing and fishing and think of me!

Love,

[Signature]

50 Years of Educational Leadership 1912-1962
Voila!

Viola went to England to a wedding (Windy, her spouse, accompanied her) and they took a side trip.

1,

me

Charlie's kids are up to the usual Frelicher standard, I would say! How proud you must be of all of them.
Sounds like maybe this card says something about a hang-on.
Well, we did Paris at night—four o’clock AM
ended 3 AM—I slept the rest of the night, but stuck.
This is a really fabulous city.
Don’t hold me responsible if this club is out of order in any way. I just wouldn’t know.
I was so happy to see a studio chief,
remind me tomorrow if you know who.

Vesta

JE ME DEMANDE S’IL VA VOUS AUTORISER À RECOUVRER LA BONNE SANTÉ QUE JE VOUS SOUHAITE!
March 7, 1967

Dear HF,

So I called last week in late afternoon and you were "out". I called this afternoon and you were in Washington!

We should really talk about the "thing" because I was truly misled. After having a card from the shipper saying they were out of the kind of oranges the Froelichers ordered, then receiving a carton decorated with pictures of luscious fruit, I finally received the 3-tiered iron maiden! It is truly magnificent, even though I don't know its true name. I now have it adorned with fruits and vegetables (the edible type). Is that bad or good?

Have been extremely busy with two masters (I guess no man should serve two; however, no mention is made of "no woman"). Ebbie Halle's mother is at school most every day, helping in the library. I met her last evening on my way out and she remarked on how much she liked CRC and Mary. In him, at least you have an admirer. What Mary's sentiments are, I can only guess!

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Founded in 1912
Dear Big Hans,

Mott's a/c of Dick Wallace's and Dotty Patterson's wedding "on the rocks" at Alliquippa is priceless. I let Sydney Ramey have it to take home to read this evening and will pass it along to you. This morning brought an announcement of Chuck and Jane's amalagation just about 3 weeks ago Otto LeBrun's father (Dixie) married for a second time and the gal is called "Doris". Dick and Dixie's marriages involved children by previous marriages and getting themselves new church connections. Such comparisons are odious but interesting statistically.

Had a good visit with Ida and her little family group at their new home in Indianapolis. Mary [named for "who else"] was quite disgusted to have been sent home from her first day in first grade at noon. Expressed her disgust (all s's are coming out "th" at this toothless point in her career. She's a pigeon and rather the favorite right now. It's hard for the other two to remember that they had their time for being cuties, too.

I had my vacation from August 26 on. The early weeks were extremely hot and I can't say I enjoy traveling in the car and being uncomfortable [Sorry; I don't rate an air-conditioner]. No one else was on vacation, so I didn't attempt to visit Fairfield and environs. Will do and soon, perhaps.

Take good care of the trees, the new road, and the apple crop.

Best to Frances and you

Yours cordially

[Signature]

September 27, 1966
Dear HF

Tried in vain to get you via A.Bell's invention this a.m. to no avail. Just wanted you to know that Dorothy and Mabal Shaw fly from Friendship to New York to embark on a 3-weeks' trip to England, Scotland and Ireland, I believe. Plane leaves around 5-ish. Neither knows exactly (at least not when we had dinner last eve. at the Faculty Club). We had a rather gay time, by the way.

Th board is really giving Chuck a work-out. He and Reds and Bud had dates with Phil Macht at lunch, then in the evening with S. Lansburgh, the Lewisons and the Halles (the last starting at about 11 o'clock.)

6/25/68
Had a lovely letter from Helmut Rassow (Frankfurt) with a set of Olympics stamps (cancelled) to be returned to him.
So The Triumph Was Not Again